International Workshop

REFUGEES AND HIGHER EDUCATION: HOSTING AND INTEGRATING SCHOLARS AND STUDENTS

10-11 DECEMBER 2019

Room 20 (Aula Andreatta)
2nd floor, Palazzo di Sociologia via Verdi 26 - Trento

Tuesday 10.12.2019

Refugees in Higher Education: European Perspectives
9.00-9.30
Institutional greetings

9.30-10.00
Speakers:
Angelo Pittaluga, UNHCR
Prem Rajaram Kumar, Central European University

Session I: Hosting and Integrating Refugee Students
Speakers:
Catalina Jerez, University of Barcelona
Alessandra Scaglarini, University of Bologna
Mervat Sayegh, University of Ferrara
Joy Ehihioya, University of Trento
11.15-13.00

Session II: At-risk Scholars and University Strategies of Protection
Speakers:
Marit Egner, University of Oslo
Mubashar Hasan, SAR Scholar, University of Oslo
Stephen Wordsworth, Council for At-Risk Academics (CARA)
Ekrem Duzen, Bielefeld University
Gabriele Nicoli, Francesca Helm and Claudia Padovani, University of Padova
14.30-17.00

Projection of the Documentary
Science in Exile. Four Researchers in Flight from War. Their Dream of Science in Time of Peace (37')

Wednesday 11.12.2019

9.00-12.45
Session III: 'How to Host’: Sharing Good Practices and Plans Ahead
Speakers:
Graziella Gaglione, University of Rome 'La Sapienza'
Andrea Pendezzini, University of Turin
Elena Asciutti, European University Institute
Alessandro Cairollo, International Telematic University UNINETTUNO
Unidef Chelati Dirar, University of Macerata
Ester Gallo, Barbara Poggiolo and Paola Bodio, University of Trento
14.00-17.00
SAR Italy National Assembly (only for SAR Italy delegates)
Meeting Room II - 2nd Floor

Contacts
Ester Gallo
Department of Sociology and Social Research and SAR Italia
scholaratrisk@unitn.it; ester.gallo@unitn.it
Paola Bodio
Equality & Diversity equitadiversita@unitn.it; paola.bodio@unitn.it

www.unitn.it/sar